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We ensure that the objectives of a  
project are placed at the heart of  
the transaction...
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Sharpe Pritchard has advised on a wide 
range of leisure projects for local authority 
clients. Many of our lawyers have direct 
experience of working within the legal team 
of a public authority, which means that we 
are uniquely placed to advise on achieving 
practical solutions and minimising risk.

We work with local authorities across the UK and have been 
appointed to a number of approved procurement panels. 

Our expert team advises on projects ranging from wide scale 
PPP contracts, to ‘design, build and operate’, to smaller scale 
concession contracts for a single facility. 

We are known for our innovative approach. Our team ensures 
that the objectives of a project are placed at the heart of the 
transaction and the law is a tool for achieving them, not a hurdle.

We advise on all aspects of the project procurement from the 
procurement strategy, the drafting and issuing of the contract 
notice, and TUPE requirements, through to award and post 
award on contract variations and enforcement of the default 
mechanisms.

We also support leisure development projects in all their real 
estate operations, including leases and sub-leases, planning 
law, construction contracts and dispute resolution.

As local authorities become more innovative in designing 
new ways of working, we can also assist with corporate 
governance, social value, linking with public health objectives 
and maximising commercial gain.

We are well known to the leading leisure service providers,  
and have worked with a number of the key leisure consultants.

We are accustomed to using the Sport England Procurement 
Toolkit but also have our own precedent contractual documents. 
One of our partners is on a Sport England working group 
revising the current Toolkit documents.
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RECENT WORK

Our recent work has seen us work across different types of projects:

• Contracts that generate an income for the authority and those that require subsidy
• Different procurement approaches – concessions vs service contracts, competitive dialogue vs 

restrictive procedure
• Large contracts e.g. for London boroughs operating several facilities across a compact geographical area 
• Including sport development activities at satellite facilities and commercial exploitation such as cafés 

and crèches plus third party usage by sports clubs
• Contracts for district and unitary authorities often in rural locations – covering large areas with 

outreach services
• A focus on strategy work such as commenting on governance reports and advising on lots, 

encouragement of SMEs and evaluation criteria 
• Concession contracts particularly for parks – high ropes course, putting greens and cafés
•	 Golf	courses
•	 Joint	use	facilities	e.g.	with	a	school
•	 Funding	arrangements	for	improvement	of	facilities
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“Sharpe Pritchard offers outstanding advice and is committed to ensuring a robust and 
commercially sound contract is implemented.”

Chambers UK, 2015

“They’re very thorough, consistent and clear, and they have fast turnaround times. We’ve been 
absolutely delighted.”

Client

WHAT OTHERS SAY
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Sharpe Pritchard, solicitors and parliamentary agents, focus on public law and act for a large number of public sector bodies 
and corporate clients. Our experienced team of lawyers, many of whom have worked within the public sector, advise on:

• Academies and free schools • Employment • Planning, highways and environmental law

• Commercial •	General	public	law	 •	PPP	and	PF2	projects

• Construction •	GDPR	and	data	law	 • Procurement

• Education • Litigation and dispute resolution •	Real	estate

• Elections • Parliamentary agents • Waste and energy

This	document	is	not	intended	to	be	a	comprehensive	guide	or	to	constitute	legal	advice.	For	further	information	and	advice,	please	call	us	on	020	7405	4600.

Sharpe Pritchard LLP is a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales (registered number: OC378650). It is authorised and regulated by the 
Solicitors	Regulation	Authority.

Sharpe Pritchard LLP   Elm Yard   10-16 Elm Street   London  	WC1X	0BJ

020 7405 4600        sharpepritchard.co.uk

@sharpepritchard

http://www.sharpepritchard.co.uk

